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In [l] Bing constructed a 1-dimensional hereditarily indecomposable

continuum which is the inverse limit of a sequence of circles Ct and such that

the maps/*: C —>C;_i were of degree 1. In this paper we show that the dimen-

sion cannot be raised, i.e., if 5 = Lim(54 , /,-) where St is an TV-sphere and

fi is essential, then 5 is not hereditarily indecomposable. In doing so we fur-

ther generalize Bing's definition of "e-crooked." Lemma 2 shows how to

construct hereditarily indecomposable continua by making the bonding

maps sufficiently crooked. In Lemma 3 we get a necessary crookedness con-

dition on the bonding maps if the limit space is to be hereditarily indecom-

posable. The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving that in the case of

TV-spheres (TV>1) this condition cannot be satisfied.

Definitions and Notation. Let Xi he a sequence of compact metric

spaces, and for i^2 let/,- be a map of Xt into _T*_i. Then the subspace(2)(3)

S=  Uc flXi\Mzj) = zX

olYii  Xi is the inverse limit space of the inverse system (Xi,fj).

If di is the diameter of Xi then a metric for \\i Xt (and hence for S) is

given by \z — z'\ = JZ? 2~_71|z,- —_,- |.
Let/: X—>Y where X, Y are metric spaces. Then for e>0(4),

ti   *\ t    x,yCX and   \x- y\   <o\
L(e,f) = sup U    . A

{      implies | /(„) — f(y) |   < e )

If X is compact then L(e,f)>0 for all e>0.

Let /: X—-> Y where X is a topological space and Y is a metric space. Let

6>0. Then/ is e-crooked if for each path g: I—*X(j) there exist real numbers

h, h such that Olii^fell and:
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(J)fv-Mip- ■■fi,fu~l.
(3) If zC TI" Xi, then Zi denotes the *th coordinate of z. Hence z = (zi).

(4) \x — y\ denotes the distance from * to y.

(6) / denotes the unit interval [Ol].
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l/«(0)-/gC*i)|   <«,
\fg«i)-fgiD\   <«

A metric space Y is €-crooked if the identity map 1: Y—*Y is e-crooked(6).

A continuum M is indecomposable if it is not the union of two proper sub-

continua. If every subcontinuum of M is indecomposable then M is heredi-

tarily indecomposable.

Lemma 1. Let K be a metric space. Suppose Ki, K2, • • • is a sequence of

Peanian continua in K such that Kif)Kif) • • • . Then H" Kn is hereditarily

indecomposable if and only if there is a null sequence (e„) of positive real num-

bers such that K„ is en-crooked.

Proof of sufficiency. Suppose M is a subcontinuum of D" Kn and

M = ADB, where A, B are proper subcontinua of M. LetaG-<4 —B, bEB—A.

Then there is an re such that en<min(|a — B\, \b—A\)(f). Let 0A, Ob be

connected open subsets of Kn such that AEOa, BEOb, \a — Ob\ >en, and

16 — OaI >€„. Let xEOaC\Ob. Then there are paths a, 8: I—*Kn such that

a(0)=a, a(l)=x, 0(0)=*, 8(1) =b, a(I)EOA, and 8(1) EOB. Let g: I-*K

where

fa(2t), OStS 1/2,

g 1/3(2/ - 1),      1/2 = t S 1.

Since Kn is «„-crooked there exist h, t2 such that hSh, \a — g(tf)\ <en and

|g(/i)— b\ <«„. Hence /2<l/2 and £i>l/2. But this contradicts the fact that

tiSh.
Proof of necessity. Suppose f\x Kn is hereditarily indecomposable and for

some e>0 there is a sequence nt such that Kni is not €-crooked. Then for

each i there is a path ar. I—>K„it and real numbers U such that | a,( [Ot,]) — a,(l) |

S£ and |a,([(,l])-a,(0)|s«(8). Let Ani=ai([0ti]), Fni=a,([j,-, l]), Mn<

= ai(T). Then lim sup Ani, lim sup Bni are proper subcontinua of the con-

tinuum lim sup Mni, and lim sup Jlf„, = lim sup A„\J lim sup B„{.

Lemma 2. Let 5 = lim(X,-,/,) where the Xt are Peanian continua with diam-

eters dt. Suppose for all re, /„ is en-crooked where en <mini<n_i L(2_Btl,-, ft „_i).

Then S is hereditarily indecomposable.

Proof. Let Kn= {zEYLi X<\faizi)=zi f°r i<jSn). Then Kn is homeo-
morphic to X„ and 5 = H"_i FT„. Now i?„ is 23_B-crooked. For if g: I-^Kn is a

path in Kn, then(9)

(e) It may be noted that both definitions of t-crooked (for maps and for spaces) depend

on the given metric.

(7) \x— Y\ denotes the distance from x to Y.

(8) We may assume without loss of generality that a,-(<0 converges.

(') x„ denotes the map collapsing each point of II" Xi onto its nth coordinate.
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g Tn /« fi n-l
I-► Kn-> Xn —-> ATn_i-► Xi.

Since/„ is en-crooked, there exist real numbers h, ti such that OStiShSl,

|/nirng(0)-/n7rng(<2)| <e„, and |/nirBg(^)-/„7rng(l)| <eB. Let a = g(0),0 = g(tj)

■(a, 0CKn). Then |/B7r„(a)—/„tt„(/3)| <e„, i.e. |an-i —|8„_i| <eB. Since

€n<L(2-ndi,fin-J), \oa-0i\ <2~ndi for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , (w-2). Hence

\a-0\   = JZ 2-idj11 ai - 0, |   S JZ l-'dr1 | _< - ft |   + 22-"
i i

B-2

g £ 2-idT12-"di + 22-"
i

n-2

S 2-" ^ 2~< + 22-"
i

< 2-" + 22-"

< 2'-".

Hence |g(0)-g(/2)| <23~n. Similarly, |g(/i)-g(l)| <23-". Hence Kn is 23~"-

crooked. But S = nn_i K„, so by Lemma 1, 5 is hereditarily indecomposable.

Lemma 3. Let 5 = lim(X,-, fj) where the Xi are Peanian continua and S is

hereditarily indecomposable. Then for any t > 0 there is an n such that /i„ is

e-crooked.

Proof. By Lemma 1 there is an w such that Kn is 2_1e_r1-crooked. Let

g: I—*Xn he a path in X„. Let *,-GY,- for i = n + l, w + 2, • • • . Let £: I—*Kn
by

1(0   =   (flng(t),fing(t),  ■   ■   ■   , g(t), Xn+l, XB+2,  •   •   •  ).

SinceKnis 2_1edf1-crooked there exist /i^/2 such that ||(0) —g(tj)\ <2~1dr1e,

| g(tj) -g(l) | 2-1oT1_   Now    11(0) -f (fe) | = JZU 2-idT1\fing(0) -fing(h) |.
Hence JZ"-i 2~idr1\fing(0) -fing(h)\ <2-1_r1e. In particular

2-1OT1|/mg(0) -fing(h)\   <2-1dr1e,or   \ fmg(0) - fmg(tj) \   < e.

Similarly |/ing(^i) — /fng(l) | <e. Hence/i„ is e-crooked.

Lemma 4. Let Y be a metric space, X a topological space, and f, g two maps

of X into Y such that ||/— g\\ <5. Then iff is e-crooked, g is (e + 28)-crooked.

Proof. Suppose a: I—>X is a path in X. Since / is e-crooked there exist

tiSh such that \fa(0)-fa(h)\ <e, \fa(tj)-fa(l)\ <e. Hence

| f_(0) - ga(tj) |   S   | ga(0) -MO) |  + |/_(0) -fa(lj) \  + \fa(lj) ~ ga(h) |

<fe +[28.
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Similarly \ga(h) -ga(l)\ <e + 25.

Let Fbe a triangulation of the TV-sphere SN (N>1) and suppose/: T"-*Tm

is a chain map of the reth barycentric subdivision of F onto the mth bary-

centric subdivision of F. Let/: | Fn| —>| Fm| be the induced map of SN upon

itself and suppose / is essential. Finally let cr be a TV-simplex of F. An open

subset o oi S1* is said to be inessential mod |cr| if there is a homotopy F: SN

XI-^SN such that

(a) F0 = f,

(b) F,\(S»-o)=f,
(0    Fi(0)C|cr|.

Otherwise o is essential mod | cr |.

Lemma 5. Let o be essential mod |cr|. Then if F is any homotopy of SNXI

into SN satisfying the above conditions (a) and (b), Fi(o)f)SN— \a\.

Proof. Suppose x0ESN — [\cr\ WFi(o)]. Since \a\ is a strong deformation

retract of SN — x0, there is a homotopy G: (SN — x0)Xl^>SN such that Go=l,

G,\ |cr| =l,andGi(S*-x0)C|cr|. Let H: SNXI-^SN by:

F(x, 21), OStS 1/2,

H(x, I) =   /(*), 1/2 S I S 1, x E o,

G(Fx(x), 21 - 1),        1/2 S t S 1, xE o.

Then FT0=/, Ht\ (SN-o)=f, and Hi(o)=G1(FI(o))CGi(Sw)c|<r|. But this

contradicts the assumption that o is essential mod | cr |.

Lemma 6. Suppose Oi, o2 are disjoint open subsets of SN. Then if each is in-

essential mod j cr |  so is their union.

Proof. Let F, G be the homotopies corresponding to Oi, o2 respectively.

Let H:SNXI-*SN by:

(F(x, 2t), 0 S tS 1/2,

H(x,l) = \g(x, 21 - 1),     1/2 S t S 1, x E oi,

[F(x, 1), 1/2 SIS 1, xEoi.

Lemma 7. If X is a component o//-1(|cr|), then at least one complementary

domain of X is essential mod \cr\.

Proof. Let oi, o2, ■ • ■ , oT be the complementary domains of X. If each o,

is inessential then by Lemma 6 so is their union S" — X. Hence there is a

homotopy F: SNXI->SN such that F0=/, F,\X=f, and Fi(SN-X)E\a\.
But then Fi(SN) C |c|. Hence Fi is inessential. But Fi is homotopic to/ and

/ is essential.

Lemma 8. Suppose ax, a2, a3 are three N-simplexes of T whose geometric

realizations are pairwise disjoint. Then there is an integer i0 (io = l, 2, 3), a

component X of f~l(\ cr.-J ), and a complementary domain o of X such that:
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(a) o is essential mod | cr,01.

(b) If Y is any component o//_1(| crt-|) (t = 1, 2, 3) in o and o' is a comple-

mentary domain of Y lying in o, then o' is inessential mod |cr<|.

Proof. Let Xi be a component of /-1(|cn|). By Lemma 7, Xi has a comple-

mentary domain oi which is essential mod |cri|. If the pair (Xi, of) does not

satisfy condition (b) there is an integer j2 (*a—1, 2, 3), a component X2 of

/_1(|cri2|), and a complementary domain o2 of Xi such that 02C<?i and o2 is

essential mod |cr2|. Continuing in this fashion we must arrive at the required

pair (X, o) after a finite number of steps.

Lemma 9. Let ai, cr2, a3 be three N-simplexes of T whose geometric realiza-

tions are pairwise disjoint. Let pi, pi, p3 be interior points of \ax\, |cr2|, \a3\

respectively. Then for some permutation (i,j, k) of (1, 2, 3) there is a component

X of f~x(\ai\), a complementary domain o of X, and points pj, pf of o such

that:

(a)/(p/)=py,

ib)f(pn=Pk,
(c) /_1( °vl) d°es n°l separate pf from X,

(d) /_1( <r*|) does not separate pj from X.

Proof. Let i, o, X be the io, o, X of Lemma 8. Let j, k be any permutation

of the remaining integers. Let Qi, Q2, ■ ■ ■ , Qw be those components of

/_1( °V ) in o which are not separated from X by any other component of

/-1( cry ). For 1 StSw let Wt be the union of the complementary domains of

Qt not containing X. Then the Wt are pairwise disjoint. From condition (b)

of Lemma 8, each component of Wt is inessential mod | <ry|. Hence by Lemma

6, each IF* is inessential mod |<ry|. Again, by Lemma 6, U" Wt is inessential

mod j <Tj-1. Hence there is a homotopy F: SNXI-+SN such that F0=/,

F«| (S^-lir Wt)=f, and Fx(Uf JF,)C|«ry|. By Lemma 5, since o is essential
mod |cr,-|, there is a point pi Eo such that Fx(pf)=pk. Since Fi(Uf Wt)

C|<ry|, pi Ei)7 Wt. Hence no Qt (and therefore no component of /-1( aj )

separates pf from X. It follows from the unicoherence(10) of SN that/~'( cry )

does not separate pi from X. In the same manner we can find a p/ EoC\f~l(pf)

such that /_1 (| crk \) does not separate p/ from X.

Lemma 10. Let T be a triangulation of SN (N>1) and J: Tn—*Tm a chain

map such that the induced map f: \ F"(—>| Fm| is essential. Suppose <n, cr2, cr3

are N-simplexes of T whose geometric realizations are pairwise disjoint. Let

Pi, Pi, pi be points interior to |<ri|, |cr2|, ] cr31 respectively. Finally, suppose

t<miniD(pi, SN— |<Xi|). Then f is not e-crooked.

Proof. The hypotheses of this lemma include those of Lemma 9. Rather

than restating the conclusions of Lemma 9 let us bodily incorporate its con-

(10) It is here that the proof breaks down for N=l.
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elusions and notation. It follows from conditions (c) and (d) and from the

unicoherence of SN that there exist arcs [pjxi] and [pfc'x2] in SN such that

XiVJxiCX, [P!xi]r\f-1(\ak\)=[pjxi]r\f-1(\aj\)=0, [pjx2]r\X = x2, and
[plxi]r\X = Xi. Since X is a connected polyhedron there is an arc [xix2] in

X. Let hi, hi, hz he homeomorphisms of I into [p/xi], [xix2], and [x2pj ]

respectively, such that hi(0)=pj, h2(0) =xu h3(0) =x2. Let g: I—>SN he defined

by:

hi(3t), 0 S IS 1/3,

g(t) =   hi(3t- 1),      1/3SIS2/3,

,h(3t - 2),      2/3 S t S 1-

If / were e-crooked there would be real numbers ti, t2 such that ti S k,

\fg(0)~fg(h)\ <e, and \fg(tj)-fg(l)\ <e. Now/g(0)=py and /g(l) =pk.
Since ([p/xiJUfxiX^ry-Hla*!)-^, \fg(t)-pk\ >e for OSt^2/3. Hence

ti>2/3. Similarly \fg(t)-pj\ >e for l/3StS\. Hence h<l/3. But this con-

tradicts the assumption that hSh. Hence/ is not e-crooked.

Theorem 1. Let TV> 1. Then there is an e>0 such that no essential map of

SN upon itself is e-crooked.

Proof. Let T be a triangulation of SN fine enough to insure the existence

of three TV-simplexes <r\, ai, a% whose geometric realizations are pairwise dis-

joint. Let pi be an interior point of |a,-|  (i = l, 2, 3) and let

2e < min D(p{, SN -  \<ri\).
i

Suppose now that g is any essential map of SN upon itself. By the Simplicial

Approximation Theorem there are barycentric subdivisions Tn, Tm of T

and a chain map/: Tn—*Tm such that if/ is the map of | 7"n| —»| Tm\ induced

by/, then/ is homotopic to g and ||/—g\\ <e/2. Suppose g is e-crooked. Then

by Lemma 4/is 2e-crooked. But by Lemma 10/cannot be 2e-crooked. Hence

g cannot be e-crooked.

Theorem 2. Let X = \im(Xi, fj) where for some TV>1 each Xi is an N-

sphere and fi is essential. Then X is not hereditarily indecomposable.

Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.
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